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Abstract—This paper describes a ratio-independent algorith-
mic A/D converter architecture that is insensitive to capacitance
ratio, amplifier offset voltage, amplifier input parasitics, and
flicker noise. It requires only one differential amplifier, a dynamic
latch, six capacitors, 36 switches, and some digital logic. The
prototype 12-bit, 40-kS/s A/D converter with an active die area
of 0.041 mm2 is implemented in a 0.13-µm CMOS. The power
dissipation is minimized using a dynamically biased operational
amplifier. With a 68.4-µW power dissipation, the A/D converter
achieves 80.2 dB spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) and
63.3 dB signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR).

Index Terms—Algorithmic A/D converter, ratio-independent,
low-power, accelerometer, sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W ITH modern deep sub-micron CMOS processes, the
cost-effective integration of a whole system-on-a-chip

(SoC) has become feasible. The key requirements for battery-
powered integrated sensor systems are extremely low power
dissipation and material costs. Hence, for long stand-alone
operation and cost-effective realization, minimizing power
dissipation and silicon area are the main design targets.

A/D converters targeted for these kinds of applications with
a medium resolution (8–12 bits) at sample rates up to hundreds
of kilosamples per second have received attention recently
[1], [2]. Such A/D converters can be used in applications that
require a small die area and low power dissipation at the cost
of reduced accuracy. Possible applications are, for example,
sensors, toys, and different measurement and control systems.

Successive-approximation register (SAR) A/D converters
are popular in low-power sensor systems [1], [2]. However,
to keep the capacitor ratios accurate under process variations,
the capacitors should be realized using unit capacitors [3]. The
capacitor matching depends on their area [4]. Therefore, for
accurate matching, the size of a unit capacitor cannot be small,
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a low-power interface for a three-axis capacitive
microaccelerometer.

resulting in a large silicon area. Also, at the system level,the
preceding circuit stage and the voltage references have to be
capable of driving the large capacitive load, resulting in in-
creased power dissipation. To meet the stringent requirements
for power dissipation and silicon area, an algorithmic A/D
converter is an attractive choice. The benefits of algorithmic
A/D converters at the system level are the low loading of
the driving stage and the voltage references. Furthermore,if
a capacitance ratio-independent algorithmic A/D converter is
used [5], the matching requirements for the capacitors are
relaxed, resulting in an even smaller capacitance area.

This paper presents an improved ratio-independent algo-
rithm that eliminates the comparator required in [6], result-
ing in more area-efficient and robust implementation. The
designed A/D converter [7] requires only one differential
amplifier, a dynamic latch, six capacitors, 36 switches, and
some digital logic. The A/D converter is integrated to a low-
power interface for the three-axis capacitive microaccelerom-
eter shown in Fig. 1 [8], [9]. The front-end converts the
capacitive acceleration information to a voltage. Two A/D
converters (ADCs) identical to the one considered in this
paper convert the acceleration and temperature information to
the digital domain. The clock generator provides the required
clock signals (2 MHz SYSCLK, 1–50 MHz MCUCLK). The
bandgap-based voltage, current, and temperature reference
(V/I/TREF) provides all reference voltages and currents and
temperature information. The off-chip digital signal processor
(DSP) performs signal processing in the digital domain and
controls the functioning of all the other parts of the system.
Since the measured acceleration signals are at a very low
frequency, or at dc, reducing offset voltage and flicker noise
is critical. Hence, auto-zeroing techniques [10] are used in the
designed A/D converter to remove offset voltage and flicker
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ing in more area-efficient and robust implementation. The
designed A/D converter [7] requires only one differential
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noise.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II gives

a short introduction to properties of algorithmic A/D convert-
ers. Section III gives an overview of the ratio-independent
operation and circuits published in the literature. Section IV
describes the designed ratio-independent operation. Section V
describes the limitations and challenges in accurate A/D con-
verter realization. Section VI describes the circuit implemen-
tation. The measurement results are presented in Section VII,
and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. A LGORITHMIC A/D CONVERTERS

An algorithmic A/D converter uses the same hardware to
perform the A/D conversion in successive cycles. Hence, it
requires very little silicon area and is a suitable candidate
for low-cost sensor applications. Furthermore, the algorithmic
architecture makes it possible to use a variable sampling
rate and resolution together with time-multiplexed sampling,
and leads to low loading for the driving stage and voltage
reference. The programmable duty cycle of the A/D converter
and the voltage references allow the current consumption to
be controlled more flexibly.

The algorithmic A/D converter is based on a binary search
algorithm, which determines the closest digital word to match
an input signal. The basic conversion flow of an algorithmic
A/D converter is shown in Fig. 2. In every cycle, the signal is
doubled and a positive or negative reference voltage is added
according to (1).

V (i) = 2V (i − 1) + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF , (1)

where the number of cyclei ∈ [2 . . . N ], N is the resolution of
the A/D conversion,V (i) the signal on theith cycle,V (1) =
VIN , VIN the input signal,BIT (i−1) the bit resolved on the
previous cycle, andVREF the reference voltage. The minimum
conversion time for an algorithmic A/D converter isN cycles,
whereN is the resolution of the A/D converter. However, more
than one clock phase is typically required to resolve one bit.

The most important factors limiting the accuracy of
a switched-capacitor (SC) algorithmic A/D converter are

noise, operational amplifier gain and bandwidth, switch non-
idealities, and capacitor matching. In a straightforward im-
plementation of an SC algorithmic A/D converter [11], the
multiply-by-two operation depends on the capacitor ratios.
Since the matching of on-chip elements is about 0.1% at best,
the achievable accuracy is limited by the capacitor matching to
10 bits [4]. However, the accuracy can be improved by using
a capacitance ratio-independent technique [5], which willbe
discussed next.

III. R ATIO-INDEPENDENTOPERATION

The operation of an algorithmic A/D converter requires
a multiply-by-two operation. To relax the matching require-
ments, it is possible to implement an algorithmic A/D con-
verter using a capacitance ratio-independent technique first
proposed by Li et al. [5]. This technique makes the algorithmic
A/D conversion independent of the capacitance ratios, which
reduces the silicon area and makes it possible to implement an
A/D converter of more than 10 bits without digital calibration.
The total operation in [5] takes 6 clock phases to resolve one
bit, two for sample-and-hold and four for ratio-independent
multiply-by-two switching, and requires two amplifiers anda
comparator.

Improvements to the traditional ratio-independent operation,
such as reducing the required number of clock steps, relaxing
the operational amplifier gain requirements, and increasing the
accuracy have been proposed [12]–[18]. The designs presented
in [12]–[16] all require two operational amplifiers and a
comparator. The ratio-independent operation presented in[17]
is suitable only for pipeline A/D converters and cannot be used
as it is for algorithmic operation. The A/D converter presented
in [18] uses pseudo-differential operation and requires two
single-ended amplifiers, eight capacitors, and a comparator.
The designed A/D converter presented here is fully differential
and requires only one differential amplifier, a dynamic latch,
six capacitors, 36 switches, and some digital logic.

IV. I MPLEMENTED RATIO-INDEPENDENTOPERATION

The operating phases of the implemented A/D converter are
shown in Fig. 3. One-bit polarity is resolved in four clock
steps. Thus, the total conversion time is4·N = 48 clock
steps, where the number of bitsN = 12. Next, each phase of
the operation is explained. Phases1◦– 4◦ constitute the most
significant bit (MSB) cycle, and Phases5◦– 8◦ are recycled
to resolve the rest of the bits.

In Phase1◦, the input signalVIN is sampled and concur-
rently the amplifier offset voltageVOFF is stored in capacitors
C1 andC2, resulting in charges

Q1◦

C1
= C1(VOFF − VIN ) (2)

and
Q1◦

C2
= C2VOFF (3)

in the respective capacitors. Thus, the total charge in Phase 1◦

is
Q1◦

tot = C1(VOFF − VIN ) + C2VOFF . (4)
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Fig. 3. A/D converter operating phases.

In the second phase, the amplifier is in hold mode. The total
chargeQ2◦

tot is

Q2◦

tot = C1(VOFF − VOUT ) + C2VOFF . (5)

As a result of the charge conservationQ1◦

tot = Q2◦

tot, the
resulting output voltage is

V 2◦

OUT = VIN . (6)

Hence, the amplifier offset voltage is canceled.
In Phase3◦, the amplifier is still in hold mode. The amplifier

output voltage is now stored in capacitorCD for the next cycle.
The charge in capacitorCD is

Q3◦

CD
= −CDVIN . (7)

Phase3◦ could also have been combined with Phase2◦. The
benefit of this would have been a marginal reduction of the
conversion time. The drawback of the combination would have
been much more complicated clocking. So, in order to keep
the MSB cycle as similar as possible to the following cycles,
four phases are used in the MSB cycle.

In Phase4◦, the amplifier is in open-loop configuration, and
is used as a preamplifier to attenuate the kick-back transients
from the following dynamic latch [19]. The bottom plate of
capacitorC2 is floating, so that the capacitor does not load
the amplifier input. CapacitorCD floats, and thus holds the
sampled input signal. In Phase4◦, the charge inC1 is

Q4◦

C1
= C1VX , (8)

where VX is the voltage on the top plate of capacitorC1.
Again, Q1◦

C1
= Q4◦

C1
, resulting in

V 4◦

X = VOFF − VIN . (9)

It follows that the input voltage seen by the amplifier is

V 4◦

INPUT = V 4◦

X − VOFF . (10)

From (9) and (10), the amplifier input voltage is

V 4◦

INPUT = −VIN . (11)

From (11) it can be seen that the offset voltage at the amplifier
input is canceled. In Phase4◦, the polarity of the sampled
input voltage is resolved. The dynamic latch is connected to
the amplifier output and the amplifier magnifies the differential
input voltage so that it is larger than the dynamic latch offset
voltage.

If there is parasitic capacitanceCP at the amplifier input,
some of the charge stored in capacitorC1 is transferred to
this parasitic capacitance, reducing the amplifier input voltage
by a factor ofC1/(C1 + CP ). The amplifier offset voltage is
canceled since it is stored in capacitorsC1 and CP in the
previous phases. The reduction of the input voltage is not
a problem if the amplifier is capable of resolving the input
voltage difference correctly, since, in the following phase, the
charge transferred to capacitorC2 remains independent of the
input parasitic capacitance of the amplifier. Hence, the noise
level at the amplifier input has to be lower than the minimum
resolved signal in order to make a correct decision.

Next, the operating phases5◦– 8◦ are described. These
phases are recycled(N − 1) times forN -bit resolution. First,
in Phase5◦, the charge in capacitorC1 is

Q5◦

C1
= C1[VOFF − (−1)BIT (i−1)(−VREF )], (12)

whereBIT (i−1) is the bit from the previous cycle andVREF

is the reference voltage. SinceQ1◦

C1
+ Q1◦

C2
= Q5◦

C1
+ Q5◦

C2
, the

chargeQ5◦

C2
transferred to capacitorC2 is

Q5◦

C2
= C2{VOFF − k[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ]}, (13)

wherek = C1/C2. Now the amplifier output voltage is

V 5◦

OUT = VOFF − Q5◦

C2
/C2 = k[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ].

(14)
It should be noted that in this phase, the desired output voltage
is still distorted by the factork.

In Phase6◦, chargeQ1◦

C1
is restored in capacitorC1. This

is accomplished using offset polarity reversing [17], [20]. The
polarity of the offset voltage is changed by cross-connecting
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Fig. 3. A/D converter operating phases.

In the second phase, the amplifier is in hold mode. The total
chargeQ2◦

tot is

Q2◦

tot = C1(VOFF − VOUT ) + C2VOFF . (5)

As a result of the charge conservationQ1◦

tot = Q2◦

tot, the
resulting output voltage is

V 2◦

OUT = VIN . (6)

Hence, the amplifier offset voltage is canceled.
In Phase3◦, the amplifier is still in hold mode. The amplifier

output voltage is now stored in capacitorCD for the next cycle.
The charge in capacitorCD is

Q3◦

CD
= −CDVIN . (7)

Phase3◦ could also have been combined with Phase2◦. The
benefit of this would have been a marginal reduction of the
conversion time. The drawback of the combination would have
been much more complicated clocking. So, in order to keep
the MSB cycle as similar as possible to the following cycles,
four phases are used in the MSB cycle.

In Phase4◦, the amplifier is in open-loop configuration, and
is used as a preamplifier to attenuate the kick-back transients
from the following dynamic latch [19]. The bottom plate of
capacitorC2 is floating, so that the capacitor does not load
the amplifier input. CapacitorCD floats, and thus holds the
sampled input signal. In Phase4◦, the charge inC1 is

Q4◦

C1
= C1VX , (8)

where VX is the voltage on the top plate of capacitorC1.
Again, Q1◦

C1
= Q4◦

C1
, resulting in

V 4◦

X = VOFF − VIN . (9)

It follows that the input voltage seen by the amplifier is

V 4◦

INPUT = V 4◦

X − VOFF . (10)

From (9) and (10), the amplifier input voltage is

V 4◦

INPUT = −VIN . (11)

From (11) it can be seen that the offset voltage at the amplifier
input is canceled. In Phase4◦, the polarity of the sampled
input voltage is resolved. The dynamic latch is connected to
the amplifier output and the amplifier magnifies the differential
input voltage so that it is larger than the dynamic latch offset
voltage.

If there is parasitic capacitanceCP at the amplifier input,
some of the charge stored in capacitorC1 is transferred to
this parasitic capacitance, reducing the amplifier input voltage
by a factor ofC1/(C1 + CP ). The amplifier offset voltage is
canceled since it is stored in capacitorsC1 and CP in the
previous phases. The reduction of the input voltage is not
a problem if the amplifier is capable of resolving the input
voltage difference correctly, since, in the following phase, the
charge transferred to capacitorC2 remains independent of the
input parasitic capacitance of the amplifier. Hence, the noise
level at the amplifier input has to be lower than the minimum
resolved signal in order to make a correct decision.

Next, the operating phases5◦– 8◦ are described. These
phases are recycled(N − 1) times forN -bit resolution. First,
in Phase5◦, the charge in capacitorC1 is

Q5◦

C1
= C1[VOFF − (−1)BIT (i−1)(−VREF )], (12)

whereBIT (i−1) is the bit from the previous cycle andVREF

is the reference voltage. SinceQ1◦

C1
+ Q1◦

C2
= Q5◦

C1
+ Q5◦

C2
, the

chargeQ5◦

C2
transferred to capacitorC2 is

Q5◦

C2
= C2{VOFF − k[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ]}, (13)

wherek = C1/C2. Now the amplifier output voltage is

V 5◦

OUT = VOFF − Q5◦

C2
/C2 = k[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ].

(14)
It should be noted that in this phase, the desired output voltage
is still distorted by the factork.

In Phase6◦, chargeQ1◦

C1
is restored in capacitorC1. This

is accomplished using offset polarity reversing [17], [20]. The
polarity of the offset voltage is changed by cross-connecting
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the differential amplifier inputs and outputs during this step.
In Phase6◦, the charge in capacitorCD is

Q6◦

CD
= CD(−VOFF − V 6◦

OUT ). (15)

The charges from (7) and (15) are equal(Q3◦

CD
= Q6◦

CD
), and

the amplifier output voltage is

V 6◦

OUT = VIN − VOFF , (16)

and the charge

Q6◦

C1
= C1(−V 6◦

OUT ) = C1(VOFF − VIN ) = Q1◦

C1
. (17)

Thus, the chargeQ1◦

C1
is restored in capacitorC1. The capacitor

C2 floats, and henceQ6◦

C2
= Q5◦

C2
.

Phase7◦ is identical to Phase3◦. In Phase7◦, the charge
Q5◦

C2
= Q6◦

C2
from (13) is transferred back from capacitorC2

to capacitorC1. In Phase7◦, the charge in capacitorC2 is

Q7◦

C2
= C2VOFF . (18)

As a result of the charge conservationQ6◦

C1
+ Q6◦

C2
= Q7◦

C1
+

Q7◦

C2
, it follows that

Q7◦

C1
= C1(VOFF − VIN ) − C1[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ],

(19)
resulting in an output voltage of

V 7◦

OUT = VOFF − Q7◦

C1
/C1 = 2VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF .

(20)
Thus, the output voltage is independent of the capacitance
ratio k and amplifier offset voltageVOFF , and is equal to the
ideal output shown in (1). As a consequence, the operation
is also independent of amplifier input parasitic capacitances
and flicker noise. Finally, the output voltageV 7◦

OUT is stored
in capacitorCD for the next cycle.

Phase8◦ is identical to Phase4◦. In Phase8◦, the polarity
of the output voltageV 7◦

OUT is resolved for the next cycle.
Phases5◦– 8◦ are then recycled to resolve the desired number
of bits.

V. ERRORSOURCES INA/D CONVERTEROPERATION

In the previous discussion of ratio-independent operation,
the only non-idealities taken into account are capacitance
mismatch and the operational amplifier input-referred offset
voltage. However, in the practical implementation of an A/D
converter, the following error sources also have to be consid-
ered:

1) Operational amplifier finite gain and settling accuracy.
2) Signal-dependent charge injection from MOS switches.
3) Signal-dependent MOS switch on-resistance.
4) Thermal and flicker noise
Next, the effects of these error sources are discussed.

A. Operational Amplifier Gain and Settling Requirements

Since the algorithmic A/D converter operates in consecu-
tive cycles, in which the output depends on the output of
the previous cycle, the conversion errors caused by finite
operational amplifier gain and incomplete settling cumulate
during the conversion and determine the achievable conversion
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Fig. 4. MATLAB simulation of INL and DNL using 12-bit accuracy. k=2,
VOFF =100 mV, andA=80 dB.

accuracy. Next, the accuracy of ratio-independent operation
shown in Fig. 3, with finite operational amplifier gain and
settling taken into account, is discussed. The accuracy of the
MSB cycle is determined by the output voltage in Phase3◦.
The output voltage of the first cycle, taking into account the
finite operational amplifier gainA, is

V (1) =
1

1 + 1
A

+ 1
kA

VIN +
k+1
A+1

A+1
A

k + 1
A

VOFF , (21)

wherek = C1/C2 is the capacitor ratio. WhenA → ∞, the
output voltageV (1) = VIN .

The accuracy of the following cycles (2-N) is determined
by the output voltage in Phase7◦. Neglecting the higher-order
terms (1/A)

2, the resulting output voltage can be expressed
as

V (i) ≈

(

2k + k2

A
+ 4k

A
+ 1

A

)

V (i − 1)

k + k2

A
+ 3k

A
+ 1

A

+

(

k + 2k
A

)

(−1)
BIT (i−1)

VREF + k
A

VOFF

k + k2

A
+ 3k

A
+ 1

A

.

(22)

WhenA → ∞, the output voltage is equal to the ideal output
shown in (1).

Assuming that the operational amplifier settling accuracy is
limited by dc gain, to keep the calculated integral nonlinearity
(INL) and differential nonlinearity (DNL) below±1/2 least
significant bit (LSB), the required dc gains for 10- and 12-bit
accuracies are68 dB and80 dB, respectively. With these gains,
the error remains within±1/2 LSB up to capacitor ratios of
k = 2 and an amplifier offset voltageVOFF of hundreds of
millivolts, as shown for 12-bit accuracy in Fig. 4. The gain
requirement does not decrease significantly even with smaller
values ofk or VOFF . Transistor-level simulations give similar
results. It should be noted that the requirements for settling
accuracy are equal to the gain requirements.

Even though the operation is insensitive to capacitance
mismatches, large mismatches between differential branches
give rise to harmonic distortion. Fortunately, the matching of
differential branches is not critical and drawing the layout for
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the differential amplifier inputs and outputs during this step.
In Phase6◦, the charge in capacitorCD is

Q6◦

CD
= CD(−VOFF − V 6◦

OUT ). (15)

The charges from (7) and (15) are equal(Q3◦

CD
= Q6◦

CD
), and

the amplifier output voltage is

V 6◦

OUT = VIN − VOFF , (16)

and the charge

Q6◦

C1
= C1(−V 6◦

OUT ) = C1(VOFF − VIN ) = Q1◦

C1
. (17)

Thus, the chargeQ1◦

C1
is restored in capacitorC1. The capacitor

C2 floats, and henceQ6◦

C2
= Q5◦

C2
.

Phase7◦ is identical to Phase3◦. In Phase7◦, the charge
Q5◦

C2
= Q6◦

C2
from (13) is transferred back from capacitorC2

to capacitorC1. In Phase7◦, the charge in capacitorC2 is

Q7◦

C2
= C2VOFF . (18)

As a result of the charge conservationQ6◦

C1
+ Q6◦

C2
= Q7◦

C1
+

Q7◦

C2
, it follows that

Q7◦

C1
= C1(VOFF − VIN ) − C1[VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF ],

(19)
resulting in an output voltage of

V 7◦

OUT = VOFF − Q7◦

C1
/C1 = 2VIN + (−1)BIT (i−1)VREF .

(20)
Thus, the output voltage is independent of the capacitance
ratio k and amplifier offset voltageVOFF , and is equal to the
ideal output shown in (1). As a consequence, the operation
is also independent of amplifier input parasitic capacitances
and flicker noise. Finally, the output voltageV 7◦

OUT is stored
in capacitorCD for the next cycle.

Phase8◦ is identical to Phase4◦. In Phase8◦, the polarity
of the output voltageV 7◦

OUT is resolved for the next cycle.
Phases5◦– 8◦ are then recycled to resolve the desired number
of bits.

V. ERRORSOURCES INA/D CONVERTEROPERATION

In the previous discussion of ratio-independent operation,
the only non-idealities taken into account are capacitance
mismatch and the operational amplifier input-referred offset
voltage. However, in the practical implementation of an A/D
converter, the following error sources also have to be consid-
ered:

1) Operational amplifier finite gain and settling accuracy.
2) Signal-dependent charge injection from MOS switches.
3) Signal-dependent MOS switch on-resistance.
4) Thermal and flicker noise
Next, the effects of these error sources are discussed.

A. Operational Amplifier Gain and Settling Requirements

Since the algorithmic A/D converter operates in consecu-
tive cycles, in which the output depends on the output of
the previous cycle, the conversion errors caused by finite
operational amplifier gain and incomplete settling cumulate
during the conversion and determine the achievable conversion
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accuracy. Next, the accuracy of ratio-independent operation
shown in Fig. 3, with finite operational amplifier gain and
settling taken into account, is discussed. The accuracy of the
MSB cycle is determined by the output voltage in Phase3◦.
The output voltage of the first cycle, taking into account the
finite operational amplifier gainA, is

V (1) =
1

1 + 1
A

+ 1
kA

VIN +
k+1
A+1

A+1
A

k + 1
A

VOFF , (21)

wherek = C1/C2 is the capacitor ratio. WhenA → ∞, the
output voltageV (1) = VIN .

The accuracy of the following cycles (2-N) is determined
by the output voltage in Phase7◦. Neglecting the higher-order
terms (1/A)

2, the resulting output voltage can be expressed
as

V (i) ≈

(

2k + k2

A
+ 4k

A
+ 1

A

)

V (i − 1)

k + k2

A
+ 3k

A
+ 1

A

+

(

k + 2k
A

)

(−1)
BIT (i−1)

VREF + k
A

VOFF

k + k2

A
+ 3k

A
+ 1

A

.

(22)

WhenA → ∞, the output voltage is equal to the ideal output
shown in (1).

Assuming that the operational amplifier settling accuracy is
limited by dc gain, to keep the calculated integral nonlinearity
(INL) and differential nonlinearity (DNL) below±1/2 least
significant bit (LSB), the required dc gains for 10- and 12-bit
accuracies are68 dB and80 dB, respectively. With these gains,
the error remains within±1/2 LSB up to capacitor ratios of
k = 2 and an amplifier offset voltageVOFF of hundreds of
millivolts, as shown for 12-bit accuracy in Fig. 4. The gain
requirement does not decrease significantly even with smaller
values ofk or VOFF . Transistor-level simulations give similar
results. It should be noted that the requirements for settling
accuracy are equal to the gain requirements.

Even though the operation is insensitive to capacitance
mismatches, large mismatches between differential branches
give rise to harmonic distortion. Fortunately, the matching of
differential branches is not critical and drawing the layout for
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the differential capacitors in common-centroid ensures that the
impact of harmonic distortion on the overall performance as
a result of the mismatches is negligible.

B. Signal-Dependent Charge Injection

MOS switch transistors have a significant non-ideality called
charge injection [21]. When a MOS switch transistor is turned
off, unwanted charges are injected into the circuit. The charge
injection is mainly caused by the charge stored in the channel
region flowing out to the source and drain areas. For an n-
channel MOS transistor operating in the linear region, the
channel charge is given by

Qch = −WLCox(VGS − Vtn), (23)

where Cox is the transistor gate oxide capacitance,VGS is
the transistor gate-source voltage,Vtn is the n-channel MOS
transistor threshold voltage andW andL are the transistor gate
width and length, respectively. As can be seen from (23), the
channel charge depends on the signal through the voltageVGS .
In order to keep the charge signal-independent,VGS should be
kept constant.

The charge injection can be either canceled or made signal-
independent by using several well-known techniques. Charge
injection can be canceled by using half-sized dummy switches
with their drain and source terminals short-circuited and
clocked at the opposite clock phase compared to the sampling
switch. A similar effect happens when using CMOS switches,
where the charges from equally sized n-channel MOS (NMOS)
and p-channel MOS (PMOS) switch transistors cancel each
other. The drawback of both of these methods is that they
both rely on the matching of different transistor parameters
and on the accurate timing of the gate control clock edges.

An efficient way to make the charge injection signal-
independent is bottom plate sampling [19], where switches
connected to ground or virtual ground are opened first. The
charge injection caused by these switches is constant, since the
switches are always connected to a fixed voltage. The resulting
constant charge injection can be made common-mode by using
differential structures and suppressed by the common-mode
rejection of the operational amplifier.

C. Signal-Dependent On-Resistance

The NMOS transistor on-resistance operating in the linear
region is given by

RON =
1

µnCox

(

W
L

)

(VGS − Vtn)
, (24)

where µn is the NMOS transistor carrier mobility. As can
be seen from (24), the MOS switch on-resistance depends on
the signal through the voltageVGS , which causes harmonic
distortion when tracking continuous time signals. Fortunately,
the signal dependency can be relaxed to meet the require-
ments for 12-bit accuracy by using a CMOS switch that
consists of parallel NMOS and PMOS transistors. Therefore,
all switches handling full-scale signals are implemented as
CMOS switches.

D. Thermal and Flicker Noise in Algorithmic A/D Converters

The sampling in SC circuits generates noise, which degrades
the performance. There are two important noise sources:
thermal and flicker noise. The effect of flicker noise can be
reduced by increasing the area of the MOS transistor and,
for example, by using auto-zeroing, chopper stabilizationor
correlated double-sampling techniques [10]. In this design, the
flicker noise is reduced to a negligible level by using a ratio-
independent structure that utilizes auto-zeroing, and therefore
this noise analysis concentrates on the effect of thermal noise
and how it should be taken into account in device sizing. Since
an algorithmic A/D converter operates in consecutive cycles,
each cycle increases the total noise contribution. Fortunately,
the signal is doubled in every cycle, so the input-referred rms
noise voltage resulting from each cycle decreases as2−(i−1),
where i is the number of the cycle. The analysis presented
here uses the principles described in [22].

There are two thermal noise sources in SC circuits: noise
from the switches and the operational amplifier noise. In
this analysis, it is assumed that a single-stage operational
amplifier is used and that the settling time is limited by the
operational amplifier, not by the sampling switches, resulting
in the conditionRON ≪ 1/gm, where the resistanceRON

models the finite on-resistance of the MOS switch transistor,
as defined in (24), andgm is the transconductance of the
single-stage operational amplifier. Thus, the noise bandwidth
is always determined by the operational amplifier, and it
therefore dominates the thermal noise contribution in each
phase. The noise contribution of analog ground or reference
voltages is assumed to be negligible. All capacitor values
are assumed to be equal, which is the case in the designed
A/D converter. The capacitor value is denoted withC in
the following equations. These calculations are carried out
for a single-ended circuit. For a differential circuit, thenoise
contribution should be doubled.

In Phase1◦, the operational amplifier is connected to the
top plates of the capacitorsC1 and C2. The thermal noise
sampled to capacitorsC1 andC2 in Phase1◦ is given by

v2
1◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · 2C/gm

=
2

3

kT

C
, (25)

where k is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute
temperature.

In Phase2◦, the thermal noise sampled to capacitorC2 in
Phase1◦ is now transferred to capacitorC1. Because the noise
in both capacitors originates from the same source, they are
fully correlated. Therefore, their amplitudes are summed,and
the resulting thermal noise in capacitorC1 is

v2
2◦,C1

=

(

√

v2
1◦,C1

+
√

v2
1◦,C2

)2

=
8

3

kT

C
. (26)

In Phase3◦, the equivalent load capacitance seen by the am-
plifier is 3C. Thus, the thermal noise sampled into capacitors
C1 andC2 is

v2
3◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · 3C/gm

=
4

9

kT

C
. (27)
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the differential capacitors in common-centroid ensures that the
impact of harmonic distortion on the overall performance as
a result of the mismatches is negligible.

B. Signal-Dependent Charge Injection

MOS switch transistors have a significant non-ideality called
charge injection [21]. When a MOS switch transistor is turned
off, unwanted charges are injected into the circuit. The charge
injection is mainly caused by the charge stored in the channel
region flowing out to the source and drain areas. For an n-
channel MOS transistor operating in the linear region, the
channel charge is given by

Qch = −WLCox(VGS − Vtn), (23)

where Cox is the transistor gate oxide capacitance,VGS is
the transistor gate-source voltage,Vtn is the n-channel MOS
transistor threshold voltage andW andL are the transistor gate
width and length, respectively. As can be seen from (23), the
channel charge depends on the signal through the voltageVGS .
In order to keep the charge signal-independent,VGS should be
kept constant.

The charge injection can be either canceled or made signal-
independent by using several well-known techniques. Charge
injection can be canceled by using half-sized dummy switches
with their drain and source terminals short-circuited and
clocked at the opposite clock phase compared to the sampling
switch. A similar effect happens when using CMOS switches,
where the charges from equally sized n-channel MOS (NMOS)
and p-channel MOS (PMOS) switch transistors cancel each
other. The drawback of both of these methods is that they
both rely on the matching of different transistor parameters
and on the accurate timing of the gate control clock edges.

An efficient way to make the charge injection signal-
independent is bottom plate sampling [19], where switches
connected to ground or virtual ground are opened first. The
charge injection caused by these switches is constant, since the
switches are always connected to a fixed voltage. The resulting
constant charge injection can be made common-mode by using
differential structures and suppressed by the common-mode
rejection of the operational amplifier.

C. Signal-Dependent On-Resistance

The NMOS transistor on-resistance operating in the linear
region is given by

RON =
1

µnCox

(

W
L

)

(VGS − Vtn)
, (24)

where µn is the NMOS transistor carrier mobility. As can
be seen from (24), the MOS switch on-resistance depends on
the signal through the voltageVGS , which causes harmonic
distortion when tracking continuous time signals. Fortunately,
the signal dependency can be relaxed to meet the require-
ments for 12-bit accuracy by using a CMOS switch that
consists of parallel NMOS and PMOS transistors. Therefore,
all switches handling full-scale signals are implemented as
CMOS switches.

D. Thermal and Flicker Noise in Algorithmic A/D Converters

The sampling in SC circuits generates noise, which degrades
the performance. There are two important noise sources:
thermal and flicker noise. The effect of flicker noise can be
reduced by increasing the area of the MOS transistor and,
for example, by using auto-zeroing, chopper stabilizationor
correlated double-sampling techniques [10]. In this design, the
flicker noise is reduced to a negligible level by using a ratio-
independent structure that utilizes auto-zeroing, and therefore
this noise analysis concentrates on the effect of thermal noise
and how it should be taken into account in device sizing. Since
an algorithmic A/D converter operates in consecutive cycles,
each cycle increases the total noise contribution. Fortunately,
the signal is doubled in every cycle, so the input-referred rms
noise voltage resulting from each cycle decreases as2−(i−1),
where i is the number of the cycle. The analysis presented
here uses the principles described in [22].

There are two thermal noise sources in SC circuits: noise
from the switches and the operational amplifier noise. In
this analysis, it is assumed that a single-stage operational
amplifier is used and that the settling time is limited by the
operational amplifier, not by the sampling switches, resulting
in the conditionRON ≪ 1/gm, where the resistanceRON

models the finite on-resistance of the MOS switch transistor,
as defined in (24), andgm is the transconductance of the
single-stage operational amplifier. Thus, the noise bandwidth
is always determined by the operational amplifier, and it
therefore dominates the thermal noise contribution in each
phase. The noise contribution of analog ground or reference
voltages is assumed to be negligible. All capacitor values
are assumed to be equal, which is the case in the designed
A/D converter. The capacitor value is denoted withC in
the following equations. These calculations are carried out
for a single-ended circuit. For a differential circuit, thenoise
contribution should be doubled.

In Phase1◦, the operational amplifier is connected to the
top plates of the capacitorsC1 and C2. The thermal noise
sampled to capacitorsC1 andC2 in Phase1◦ is given by

v2
1◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · 2C/gm

=
2

3

kT

C
, (25)

where k is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute
temperature.

In Phase2◦, the thermal noise sampled to capacitorC2 in
Phase1◦ is now transferred to capacitorC1. Because the noise
in both capacitors originates from the same source, they are
fully correlated. Therefore, their amplitudes are summed,and
the resulting thermal noise in capacitorC1 is

v2
2◦,C1

=

(

√

v2
1◦,C1

+
√

v2
1◦,C2

)2

=
8

3

kT

C
. (26)

In Phase3◦, the equivalent load capacitance seen by the am-
plifier is 3C. Thus, the thermal noise sampled into capacitors
C1 andC2 is

v2
3◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · 3C/gm

=
4

9

kT

C
. (27)
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In C1, this noise is added to the noise already sampled into
the capacitor in Phase2◦.

In Phase4◦, no noise is sampled to capacitorC1, since the
only low impedance node is the ground node. However, the
input-referred noise of the operational amplifier working as a
preamplifier can cause an additional error when resolving the
bit polarity. In the present implementation, this error source
can be neglected.

The total noise contribution of the MSB cycle in capacitor
C1 is therefore

v2
MSB,C1

= v2
2◦,C1

+ v2
3◦,C1

=
8

3

kT

C
+

4

9

kT

C
=

28

9

kT

C
.

(28)

Next, the thermal noise contribution of the following cycles
is discussed. The thermal noise sampled to capacitorsC1 and
C2 in Phase5◦ is equal to

v2
5◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · C/gm

=
4

3

kT

C
. (29)

In Phase6◦, the thermal noise sampled to capacitorC1 is
given by

v2
6◦,C1

=
16kT/3gm

4 · C/gm

=
4

3

kT

C
. (30)

The thermal noise in Phase7◦ is equal to that in Phase3◦,
and is given by

v2
7◦,C1,2

=
16kT/3gm

4 · 3C/gm

=
4

9

kT

C
. (31)

As discussed above for Phase4◦, no thermal noise is
sampled in Phase8◦, either. The total noise contribution of
the cycles 2-N to capacitorC1 is given by

v2
2−N,C1

= v2
5◦,C1

+ v2
6◦,C1

+ v2
7◦,C1

=
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C
+

4
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C
=
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C
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(32)

The total thermal noise contribution through a whole con-
version can be calculated by summing the squares of the input-
referred noise voltages. This results in

v2
tot = v2

MSB,C1
+

(

v2−N,C1

2

)2

+

(

v2−N,C1

22

)2

+ · · · . (33)

Hence, the total thermal noise contribution is

v2
tot =

37.333

9

kT

C
≈ 4.15 · kT

C
. (34)

For a differential circuit, the thermal noise power given in(34)
is doubled, and the achievable signal-to-noise ratio with a2.2
Vpp,diff full-scale input signal, differential reference voltages
of ±0.55 V, and 2 pF capacitors is75.5 dB, taking into account
only the thermal noise. When the quantization noise power for
12 bits is summed with the thermal noise power, the achievable
accuracy is71.7 dB, resulting in an effective number of bits
(ENOB) of ∼ 11.6 bits.

VI. C IRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

The schematic of the designed A/D converter and the clock
phases that drive the switches are shown in Fig. 5. The
A/D converter requires four non-overlapping clock phases.
In addition, there is a clock signal that indicates whether
the current cycle is the first cycle (MSB) or one of the
following cycles (2-N). These clock signals can be combined
to achieve the desired clock signals using simple digital logic.
The switches are minimum-length switches in order to min-
imize charge injection. Furthermore, the switches connected
to the amplifier inputs are opened first in order to make the
charge injection signal-independent, as discussed earlier. All
the switches connected to the amplifier inputs or to ground
are implemented as NMOS switches. Switches connected to
amplifier outputs are implemented as CMOS switches. All six
capacitors are metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, 2pF
each.

A. Operational Amplifier

The operational amplifier (opamp) accounts for a major
part of the total current consumption of the A/D converter.
Therefore, its power dissipation has to be minimized, but at
the same time, care must be taken that the performance is
not compromised. In SC circuits, opamps are used to transfer
charges between capacitors within a clock cycle. The accuracy
of the charge transfer is defined as the settling accuracyS,
which is the relative error of the output voltageVout at the
end of the settling period compared to the ideal output voltage
Vout,ideal, or

S =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vout (Ts) − Vout,ideal

Vout,ideal

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (35)

whereTs denotes the length of the settling period. The settling
accuracy is often given in bitsb, in which caseS = 2−b.
For example, for 12-bit accuracy,S = 2−12 ≈ 244 · 10−6.
Both the dc gainA and the gain-bandwidth productGBW
(defined asGBW = A · p1, wherep1 is the dominant pole
frequency) of an opamp affect the achievable settling accuracy,
in such a way thatA defines the maximum accuracy than
can be reached whent → ∞ and GBW defines the settling
speed. Additionally, if the maximum achievable accuracy1/A
is close to the target accuracyS, then the dc gain also affects
the settling speed. However, the difference between1/A and
S has to be very small to have any significant effect. For
example, whenA = 3·S−1 (giving a margin of approximately
10 dB), the settling to a given accuracy is less than3% longer
than in the ideal case. Thus, this effect can be disregarded
in a practical case. If the opamp is modeled as a single-pole
system, the requiredGBW for a given settling accuracyS is
given by

GBW = − lnS

βTs

, (36)

whereβ is the feedback factor of the closed-loop system.
If the opamp is modeled with a more accurate two-pole

model, the fastest possible settling without overshoot or ring-
ing can be obtained when the system is critically damped. In
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In C1, this noise is added to the noise already sampled into
the capacitor in Phase2◦.

In Phase4◦, no noise is sampled to capacitorC1, since the
only low impedance node is the ground node. However, the
input-referred noise of the operational amplifier working as a
preamplifier can cause an additional error when resolving the
bit polarity. In the present implementation, this error source
can be neglected.
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The thermal noise in Phase7◦ is equal to that in Phase3◦,
and is given by
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As discussed above for Phase4◦, no thermal noise is
sampled in Phase8◦, either. The total noise contribution of
the cycles 2-N to capacitorC1 is given by
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The total thermal noise contribution through a whole con-
version can be calculated by summing the squares of the input-
referred noise voltages. This results in
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Hence, the total thermal noise contribution is
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For a differential circuit, the thermal noise power given in(34)
is doubled, and the achievable signal-to-noise ratio with a2.2
Vpp,diff full-scale input signal, differential reference voltages
of ±0.55 V, and 2 pF capacitors is75.5 dB, taking into account
only the thermal noise. When the quantization noise power for
12 bits is summed with the thermal noise power, the achievable
accuracy is71.7 dB, resulting in an effective number of bits
(ENOB) of ∼ 11.6 bits.

VI. C IRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

The schematic of the designed A/D converter and the clock
phases that drive the switches are shown in Fig. 5. The
A/D converter requires four non-overlapping clock phases.
In addition, there is a clock signal that indicates whether
the current cycle is the first cycle (MSB) or one of the
following cycles (2-N). These clock signals can be combined
to achieve the desired clock signals using simple digital logic.
The switches are minimum-length switches in order to min-
imize charge injection. Furthermore, the switches connected
to the amplifier inputs are opened first in order to make the
charge injection signal-independent, as discussed earlier. All
the switches connected to the amplifier inputs or to ground
are implemented as NMOS switches. Switches connected to
amplifier outputs are implemented as CMOS switches. All six
capacitors are metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, 2pF
each.

A. Operational Amplifier

The operational amplifier (opamp) accounts for a major
part of the total current consumption of the A/D converter.
Therefore, its power dissipation has to be minimized, but at
the same time, care must be taken that the performance is
not compromised. In SC circuits, opamps are used to transfer
charges between capacitors within a clock cycle. The accuracy
of the charge transfer is defined as the settling accuracyS,
which is the relative error of the output voltageVout at the
end of the settling period compared to the ideal output voltage
Vout,ideal, or

S =

∣

∣
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∣

Vout (Ts) − Vout,ideal

Vout,ideal
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∣

, (35)

whereTs denotes the length of the settling period. The settling
accuracy is often given in bitsb, in which caseS = 2−b.
For example, for 12-bit accuracy,S = 2−12 ≈ 244 · 10−6.
Both the dc gainA and the gain-bandwidth productGBW
(defined asGBW = A · p1, wherep1 is the dominant pole
frequency) of an opamp affect the achievable settling accuracy,
in such a way thatA defines the maximum accuracy than
can be reached whent → ∞ and GBW defines the settling
speed. Additionally, if the maximum achievable accuracy1/A
is close to the target accuracyS, then the dc gain also affects
the settling speed. However, the difference between1/A and
S has to be very small to have any significant effect. For
example, whenA = 3·S−1 (giving a margin of approximately
10 dB), the settling to a given accuracy is less than3% longer
than in the ideal case. Thus, this effect can be disregarded
in a practical case. If the opamp is modeled as a single-pole
system, the requiredGBW for a given settling accuracyS is
given by

GBW = − lnS

βTs

, (36)

whereβ is the feedback factor of the closed-loop system.
If the opamp is modeled with a more accurate two-pole

model, the fastest possible settling without overshoot or ring-
ing can be obtained when the system is critically damped. In
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the A/D converter.

this case, the nondominant pole frequencyp2 is four times the
GBW multiplied by the feedback factorβ, that is,

p2 = 4 · β · GBW = 4 · β · A · p1, (37)

Under this condition, the phase margin of the amplifier is
76.0◦.

The s-domain transfer function of a critically-damped
second-order system is

H (s) =
Gω2

n

s2 + 2ωns + ω2
n

, (38)

whereG is the low-frequency gain andωn the critical (cut-off)
frequency. By now taking an inverse Laplace transformation
of this, the relative settling error in a critically damped system
can be written as

e−ωnt + ωnte−ωnt, (39)

with ωn defined as [23]

ωn =
√

p1p2(1 + βA). (40)

Using (37),ωn can be written as

ωn =
√

p1 · 4 · β · A · p1(1 + βA) ≈ 2 · β · GBW, (41)

with βA ≫ 1.
If the required settling accuracy isS and the settling time is

Ts, the minimumGBW requirement can now be solved from

e−2·β·GBW ·Ts + 2 · β · GBW · Ts · e−2·β·GBW ·Ts = S. (42)

This equation cannot be solved forGBW in a closed form.
However, the requiredGBW as a function ofβ, S, andTs can
be calculated using numerical methods. If a settling accuracy
of b = 13.3 is required (corresponding to the 80-dB require-
ment derived earlier), then a relationshipβ ·GBW ·Ts = 5.883
can be achieved. By observing Fig. 3, the minimumβ during
the operation can be found to be equal to0.5. If Ts is taken
to be 0.5µs, then theGBW has to be at least 3.7 MHz
to achieve the aforementioned settling accuracy. Thus, the
GBW is approximately 1.9 times the clock frequency. For
comparison, if single-pole settling is assumed, then theGBW
requirement is equal to 5.9 MHz (from (36)), which is 1.6
times more than that achieved assuming two-pole settling.

Unfortunately, with traditional opamp design where ampli-
fying stages are biased with a constant current (the so-called
Class A biasing), the limited maximum slew rate of one of the
stages (typically the first stage in a multistage opamp) creates
a more stringent requirement for theGBW . As a general rule
of thumb, theGBW is set to be approximately seven times
the clock frequency. This means that the actualGBW in the
example case is approximately four times the optimumGBW ,
leading to an increased current consumption.

The current consumption of an opamp can be considerably
lowered if the slew rate limitation can be overcome. This
leads to the so-called dynamically biased (Class AB biased)
opamps. In dynamic biasing, the biasing current of the opamp
is controlled on the basis of the differential input signal.
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this case, the nondominant pole frequencyp2 is four times the
GBW multiplied by the feedback factorβ, that is,

p2 = 4 · β · GBW = 4 · β · A · p1, (37)

Under this condition, the phase margin of the amplifier is
76.0◦.

The s-domain transfer function of a critically-damped
second-order system is

H (s) =
Gω2

n

s2 + 2ωns + ω2
n

, (38)

whereG is the low-frequency gain andωn the critical (cut-off)
frequency. By now taking an inverse Laplace transformation
of this, the relative settling error in a critically damped system
can be written as

e−ωnt + ωnte−ωnt, (39)

with ωn defined as [23]

ωn =
√

p1p2(1 + βA). (40)

Using (37),ωn can be written as

ωn =
√

p1 · 4 · β · A · p1(1 + βA) ≈ 2 · β · GBW, (41)

with βA ≫ 1.
If the required settling accuracy isS and the settling time is

Ts, the minimumGBW requirement can now be solved from

e−2·β·GBW ·Ts + 2 · β · GBW · Ts · e−2·β·GBW ·Ts = S. (42)

This equation cannot be solved forGBW in a closed form.
However, the requiredGBW as a function ofβ, S, andTs can
be calculated using numerical methods. If a settling accuracy
of b = 13.3 is required (corresponding to the 80-dB require-
ment derived earlier), then a relationshipβ ·GBW ·Ts = 5.883
can be achieved. By observing Fig. 3, the minimumβ during
the operation can be found to be equal to0.5. If Ts is taken
to be 0.5µs, then theGBW has to be at least 3.7 MHz
to achieve the aforementioned settling accuracy. Thus, the
GBW is approximately 1.9 times the clock frequency. For
comparison, if single-pole settling is assumed, then theGBW
requirement is equal to 5.9 MHz (from (36)), which is 1.6
times more than that achieved assuming two-pole settling.

Unfortunately, with traditional opamp design where ampli-
fying stages are biased with a constant current (the so-called
Class A biasing), the limited maximum slew rate of one of the
stages (typically the first stage in a multistage opamp) creates
a more stringent requirement for theGBW . As a general rule
of thumb, theGBW is set to be approximately seven times
the clock frequency. This means that the actualGBW in the
example case is approximately four times the optimumGBW ,
leading to an increased current consumption.

The current consumption of an opamp can be considerably
lowered if the slew rate limitation can be overcome. This
leads to the so-called dynamically biased (Class AB biased)
opamps. In dynamic biasing, the biasing current of the opamp
is controlled on the basis of the differential input signal.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the tail-current boosted Class AB operational amplifier. a) Opamp, b) CMFB buffer, c) SC CMFB circuit.

When there is a large differential input signal present, the
current is increased to speed up the settling. Hence, no slew
rate limitation occurs, and theGBW requirement is relaxed.
As the settling proceeds, the input voltage decreases and the
biasing current is reduced. The biasing current needs only to
be kept at a level that provides enoughGBW for an adequate
small-signal performance. In addition to the relaxedGBW
requirement, the decreased static biasing current makes the
design for a high dc gain easier, which is an important factor
in algorithmic A/D converters.

For the reasons mentioned above, a tail-current boosted
Class AB operational amplifier, shown in Fig. 6 [24], is
used in the design. The original design is improved to a
fully differential form with a double-sampling SC common-
mode feedback (CMFB) circuit. An inverting CMFB buffer is
designed to control low-impedance diode branches. This way,
the dc gain is not degraded. A constant bias currentIbias is
used to bias the replica of the input pair, which generates ref-
erence voltages for the internal amplifiers. Unlike the original
design, in order to reduce static current consumption and to
increase the dc gain, the currentIbias is bypassed to a dummy
diode load. To maximize the current efficiencygm/ID, the
differential input pair M1–M2 is operated in weak inversion.
The internal single-ended amplifiers are implemented using
a basic differential pair with a current-mirror load. Cascode
transistors are added to the output stage to further increase
gain. With a 1.8-V supply, the amplifier differential peak-to-
peak output voltage swing is over 2.2 V. When the amplifier is
used as a comparator in Phases4◦ and8◦ in Fig. 3, tail-current
boosting is disabled by replacing the dynamically controlled
current sources M5–M6 with a static current source.
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Fig. 7. Simulated small-signal performance (gain and phase) ofthe opamp.

The simulated small-signal performance of the opamp is
shown in Fig. 7. The simulation is performed under the worst-
case loading condition (Phases3◦ and 7◦ in Fig. 3), using
the configuration shown in Fig. 8. This configuration takes
the GBW and A reduction resulting fromβ into account
and accurately shows the gain and phase response of the
whole feedback loop. The simulated input-referred noise of
the opamp in the same configuration is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the simulated transient response of the
amplifier. It represents the operation in Phases5◦– 7◦, when
the differential voltage inC1P and C1M (and also inCDP

andCDM ) at the end of the previous cycle is−0.2 V. This is
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When there is a large differential input signal present, the
current is increased to speed up the settling. Hence, no slew
rate limitation occurs, and theGBW requirement is relaxed.
As the settling proceeds, the input voltage decreases and the
biasing current is reduced. The biasing current needs only to
be kept at a level that provides enoughGBW for an adequate
small-signal performance. In addition to the relaxedGBW
requirement, the decreased static biasing current makes the
design for a high dc gain easier, which is an important factor
in algorithmic A/D converters.

For the reasons mentioned above, a tail-current boosted
Class AB operational amplifier, shown in Fig. 6 [24], is
used in the design. The original design is improved to a
fully differential form with a double-sampling SC common-
mode feedback (CMFB) circuit. An inverting CMFB buffer is
designed to control low-impedance diode branches. This way,
the dc gain is not degraded. A constant bias currentIbias is
used to bias the replica of the input pair, which generates ref-
erence voltages for the internal amplifiers. Unlike the original
design, in order to reduce static current consumption and to
increase the dc gain, the currentIbias is bypassed to a dummy
diode load. To maximize the current efficiencygm/ID, the
differential input pair M1–M2 is operated in weak inversion.
The internal single-ended amplifiers are implemented using
a basic differential pair with a current-mirror load. Cascode
transistors are added to the output stage to further increase
gain. With a 1.8-V supply, the amplifier differential peak-to-
peak output voltage swing is over 2.2 V. When the amplifier is
used as a comparator in Phases4◦ and8◦ in Fig. 3, tail-current
boosting is disabled by replacing the dynamically controlled
current sources M5–M6 with a static current source.
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The simulated small-signal performance of the opamp is
shown in Fig. 7. The simulation is performed under the worst-
case loading condition (Phases3◦ and 7◦ in Fig. 3), using
the configuration shown in Fig. 8. This configuration takes
the GBW and A reduction resulting fromβ into account
and accurately shows the gain and phase response of the
whole feedback loop. The simulated input-referred noise of
the opamp in the same configuration is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the simulated transient response of the
amplifier. It represents the operation in Phases5◦– 7◦, when
the differential voltage inC1P and C1M (and also inCDP

andCDM ) at the end of the previous cycle is−0.2 V. This is
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multiplied by two and a differential reference voltage of 1.1 V
is added to it. The resulting output voltage of+0.7 V is stored
into the capacitors at the end of Phase7◦. From the figure,
the operation of the dynamic biasing can be clearly seen. The
Phase7◦ can also be identified to represent the worst-case
loading condition, as the settling is slowest.
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B. Dynamic Latch

The designed dynamic latched comparator shown in Fig. 11
does not consume any static power and thus is well suited to
low-power applications [25]. The area of the input transistors
M2–M3 is large (160 µm/1 µm) in order to reduce the
dynamic latch offset resulting from theVt mismatch below 1
mV [26]. Furthermore, the large gate capacitances of the input
transistors are exploited in the compensation of the common-
mode feedback loop of the amplifier in Phases4◦ and8◦.

In the reset phase, the PMOS switch transistors M8 and
M9 pull the comparator outputs to the supply voltage. The
current through the NMOS input pair M2–M3 is prevented
with the NMOS switch transistor M1. When the comparator
is latched, the two back-to-back inverters formed by the
transistors M4–M7 rapidly generate full-scale digital levels at
the outputs. After the regeneration phase, the positive and
negative outputs are at the supply voltages and no static
current flow occurs. Hence, the power efficiency is maximized.
However, the drawback of the dynamic latched comparator is
a large kick-back noise. This results from the fact that when
the comparator is latched, the drain voltages of M2–M3 vary
between supply voltages and the large transients are coupled to
the input through the gate-drain capacitances. In addition, the
input transistors change the operating region from the cut-off
to the active region when the comparator is latched. There are
different techniques to reduce the effect of the kick-back noise.
The most popular one is to use a preamplifier which attenuates
the kick-back transients entering the driving circuitry [19]. The
preamplifier with offset voltage cancellation is used in this
design. However, it should be noted that preamplification with
offset voltage cancellation requires no additional hardware,
only one extra clock step.

VII. M EASUREMENTRESULTS

The prototype A/D converter is fabricated in a 0.13-µm
CMOS technology. Fig. 12 shows a microphotograph of the
A/D converter and the location of different blocks. The active
chip area is 0.041 mm2 and it draws 38µA at 40 kS/s
from a 1.8-V supply. To characterize only the A/D converter
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performance, the measurements were made using an external
clock signal, external reference voltages, and external bias
current. The performance of the whole system has been
published in [8], [9]. Fig. 13 shows the measured 8192-point
FFT plot for a full-scale 1-kHz sinusoidal input signal. The
measured SNDR=63.3 dB and SFDR=80.2 dB. Fig. 14 shows
the measured performance over the signal bandwidth.

The measured INL and DNL are shown in Fig. 15. The INL
is better than 1.8 LSB and the DNL shows two missing codes.
The performance is degraded by a systematic error when
resolving the sixth bit (N=6). When the sixth bit is resolved as
zero, the output voltage is reduced by approximately 0.75 LSB.
On the other hand, when the sixth bit is resolved as one,
approximately 0.75 LSB is added to the output voltage. This
phenomenon is seen as a sawing effect in the INL plot, and the
cause is still unknown to the authors. The overall performance
is summarized in Table I.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a 12-bit ratio-independent algorithmic A/D
converter for a capacitive sensor interface has been presented.
The implemented ratio-independent architecture is insensitive
to capacitance ratios, amplifier offset voltage, input parasitics,
and flicker noise. With a power dissipation of 68.4-µW and an
active area of 0.041-mm2, the A/D converter is very suitable
for low-power sensor applications.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCESUMMARY

Resolution 12 bits
Conversion rate 40 kS/s

Process 0.13-µm CMOS
Active area 0.041 mm2

SNDR / SFDR 63.3 dB / 80.2 dB
ENOB 10.2

Maximum INL +1.4 / -1.8 LSB
Maximum DNL +0.8 / -1.0 LSB

Full scale input signal range2.2 Vpp,diff

Supply voltage 1.8 V
Current consumption 38µA

Power dissipation 68.4µW
Power FOM 1.45 pJ/conv
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